Host Rich says:
Prologue: The Paula Greene has found the Klingon freighter and the Away team has just entered the freighter from the shuttle.
Host Rich says:
*****************Resume Mission*******************
SO_Gomes says:
@::getting her tricorder and hand phaser ready and waiting for the XO to give the word to board the freighter::
CMO_Qui says:
@:: Has drawn out the medical tricorder, scanning ::
Host CO_Bafii says:
::as soon as he heard the shuttle had reached the freighter, he returned to his chair to monitor their progress::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::At her console on the bridge monitoring communications.::
CSO_Biishe says:
::At science, pulling up various weapon fire signatures for the captain to compare.::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::nods to the SO:: SO : All right.. You can open the hatch now...
Host CO_Bafii says:
OPS: Keep an open comm. link with the away team.
SO_Gomes says:
@::nods to the XO and adds: :XO: The tricorder registers the exact location of the life signs though not their numbers yet
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  Already have one Sir..... they are not saying much at the moment.. you want them on speakers?
SO_Gomes says:
@::opens the hatch and hopes the XO takes the lead out::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Taps her console fine-tuning the subspace chatter on other frequencies.::
Host CO_Bafii says:
::wants to say yes, but doesn't want to micromanage... ::  OPS: No, just continue to monitor.
Host CO_Bafii says:
::gets back up from his chair, this sitting in one place and waiting thing not working for him.::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Shrugs::  CO:  Sure.....I've got an ear turned to them.
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::shakes head, wishing that the SO would show a little more initiative. He walks through the hatch, taking his phaser into his hand, and pointing it forward::
Host CO_Bafii says:
::heads back up the ramp towards the CSO, maybe she found some huge revelation in the two minutes he was away::
CMO_Qui says:
@:: Follows the group while moving her tricorder around ::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::Watches the Security officers follow suit, moving farther into the freighter than he is, scouting the area::
SO_Gomes says:
@::takes a deep breathe and exits behind the XO:: XO/CMO: The life readings appear to be coming from the galley, just behind the bridge
Host CO_Bafii says:
CSO: Anything new, Commander?
CMO_Qui says:
@XO/SO: I confirm that.
CSO_Biishe says:
::Looks up at the captain expectant face:: CO:  These are the current ones I have.
XO_Amendoeira says:
@SO : All of them? ::turns to the security officers:: Sec : All right.. You have point... Lead the way...
XO_Amendoeira says:
@<Sec Chief> XO : Aye sir..
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Pulls up the schematics on the ship and has their comm. badges overlapped onto it.. She follows the points of light of the AT through the maps.::
SO_Gomes says:
@XO: If I can read them all ::takes the time to check if the uplink with the Paula Greene is still working::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::motions for his team to head out, in the direction of the bridge::
Host CO_Bafii says:
::looks at yet another set of weapons marks and sighs::
CSO_Biishe says:
CO:  I am sorry.  I think we have narrowed down all the scaring to those, which should be the last as they cover most of the others.  If it is not in our data banks, there is a good chance that it is not one of ours.  What about the Ureans?
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Double-checks the transporter locks.::
Host Rich says:
Action: as the AT moves through the damaged ship they notice that there are no bodies.
XO_Amendoeira says:
@<Sec. Chief> ::watches as his men move forward, carefully, opening all rooms along the way, to make sue the path is safe::
CSO_Biishe says:
CO:  I should say, one of those we know.  I doubt the Klingons, Romulans or others would appreciate me claiming them.
SO_Gomes says:
@::walks behind the XO::CMO: I wonder why we still can't scan the life readings accurately, the radiation shouldn't interfere as much in here
CMO_Qui says:
@SO: I agree...I can't get a good reading on the radiation level yet, either...
CMO_Qui says:
@ :: Taps her tricorder ::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@SO, CMO : Well, you better get me that data ASAP. I don't like entering a situation without any information.
SO_Gomes says:
@CMO: On the Paula Greene it showed much lower levels inside ...
CMO_Qui says:
@ SO: What were the readings you got?
Host CO_Bafii says:
::looks at his CSO for a moment wondering what language she is attempting to speak but slowly it makes sense to him and he finally smiles::  CSO: No, they probably wouldn't at that.  You'll have to see what the computers have on Urean technology.  
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CSO:  Ma'am... the away team is having problems getting accurate radiation readings.. can you from here?
SO_Gomes says:
@CMO: I think I got something ::shows the science tricorder to the doctor:: CMO/XO: There seems to be a shield specifically where the life signs are. That’s preventing scans
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::watches as the security officers set up three transporter enhancers on the corridor they are in.::

SO_Gomes says:
@CMO/XO: It seems they really want us to go there to find out I'd say
CMO_Qui says:
@ :: Looks at the SO's tricorder and nods ::   SO: Then, I'm glad it's just not me...
CSO_Biishe says:
::nods and pulls up the data on the Urean's.::
Host CO_Bafii says:
::turns around as the OPS officer... Mushgrave, that's right... speaks.  Checks on the AT status::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@SO : A shield? And why didn't we pick it up from the Paula Greene before?
Host CO_Bafii says:
OPS: Get a status report from Amendoeira.
SO_Gomes says:
@::shrugs:: XO: Perhaps because of the radiation levels outside.
CSO_Biishe says:
::Tries again on the radiation readings::  OPS: Nope.  Still no luck on my end.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
*SO*:  Cmdr, we are checking on the radiation from here.. even Cmdr Biishe is not having luck.  ::Turns to the Capt.::  CO:  Aye Sir.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
*XO*:  Cmdr, this is Mushgrave.. the Capt is looking for an update.. I'm putting you on speaker.
XO_Amendoeira says:
@SO : Well, one thing that shouldn't be affected by radiation are the internal sensors.. Try one of those consoles to see if you can access internal sensors, and get me some images of the Galley...
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Taps her console and puts them on speaker::
SO_Gomes says:
@*OPS*Acknowledged Paula Greene. Our readings inside are scarce as well but I will keep sending you information as we find it
SO_Gomes says:
@::nods to the XO and approaches a console::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@*CO,OPS* : Captain... It looks like the life reading we where picking up are limited to a single room on the ship. The galley next to the bridge. Plus, there seems to be some kind of force field around that room.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Raises an eyebrow at the mention of a force field::
Host CO_Bafii says:
::his brow furrows:: *XO*: Understood.  Check it out but be careful.
XO_Amendoeira says:
@*CO,OPS* : So... I think we will need to proceed with extra caution..
CSO_Biishe says:
CO:  OK, according to what we know, they are space travelers, just not yet warp capable.  They limit trade to their planet to keep things within their control... fear of others taking over.  They appear to have the level of technology for a weapon to fire, but not at the level of damage we are seeing.
XO_Amendoeira says:
@*CO* : Will do, sir..
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Turns:: CSO:  Could they have stolen the technology>?
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::motions for the Security team to hold while the SO works on the console::
SO_Gomes says:
@:::shakes head:: XO/CMO: There is no power on any of these consoles. Only life support seems to be functioning
CSO_Biishe says:
OPS:  Stolen?  I guess someone on the planet could have stolen the technology... but whom would they have stolen it from?  How?  The Ferengi won't have anything to do with them... well, at least the government.
CMO_Qui says:
@ :: Nods at the SO ::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::nods:: SO : It was worth a try... ::motions for the security team to get moving again, and they continue proceeding through the cargo modules, heading for the bridge::
Host CO_Bafii says:
::listens to the exchange::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CSO:  Packleds?
CSO_Biishe says:
OPS:  Possible...
SO_Gomes says:
@::nods and resumes walking always scanning and recording::
CSO_Biishe says:
CO:  Captain, you want me to scan the planet for any foreign technology?
CSO_Biishe says:
CO:  It could take awhile.
Host CO_Bafii says:
CSO/OPS: Even if the technology were stolen or bought, it would be recognizable as from whoever the broker was.  No, if there are marks we can't identify it is either someone we have never heard of or a mistake on our part.
Host Rich says:
Action: An explosion in a rear cargo bay rock the freighter dislodging a beam, which swings down hitting the CMO breaking her arm and 3, ribs that punctures a lung.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CSO/CO:  You know it could be another faction.. forcing the Federation maybe to violate the Ureans edit of no contact...forcing strife.... who knows?
CSO_Biishe says:
CO/OPS:  True, I had not thought of that.  But what if they adapted something?  Wouldn't the signature change?
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::shakes from the explosion and gets thrown to the floor by the falling debris::
CMO_Qui says:
@:: Falls from the hit ::
CMO_Qui says:
@ :: Begins to cough up blood ::
CSO_Biishe says:
OPS:  Then the question would be why?  To my knowledge, there is nothing here anyone would want.  Their own people have pretty much used up most of their natural resources.
SO_Gomes says:
@::falls to the floor and slowly regains her balance::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::Gets up from the floor, helped by security officers::
SO_Gomes says:
@::approaches the CMO::CMO: Are you ok? ::realizes the stupidity of her question only too late::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CSO:  Who says we want something.. maybe whoever is behind it wants something, something that we wouldn't consider important.
CMO_Qui says:
@:: Turns the tricorder on herself ::


Host CO_Bafii says:
CSO: I don't want to go anywhere near that treaty unless we have good reason.  So far, I don't see it.  Keep at it though.  ::heads back to his seat::
CSO_Biishe says:
::A light catchers her eye and she turns to sensors::  CO:  Captain, I am reading some kind of explosion on the freighter.
Host CO_Bafii says:
::his head snaps up:: *XO*: Report.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  We have people down...  The doctor to be precise.
CMO_Qui says:
@:: Sees three broken ribs, a punctured lung and a broken left arm... ::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::notices the CMO with a beam over her, and moves to help get if from top of her: All :Alright everyone! I need help here.
Host CO_Bafii says:
OPS: Do you have a lock?
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  I do.
Host CO_Bafii says:
OPS: Prepare to bring them back.
SO_Gomes says:
@::shouts to the XO::XO: The doctor needs to get back to the ship ::looks at the CMO::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
*XO*:  Cmdr... prepare for beam out.
CMO_Qui says:
@ :: Takes out hypo of panamyacin and give herself a shot while nodding at the SO ::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::notices the blood on the CMO's ribs:: *OPS* : Paula Greene. Medical emergency.. Please beam Doctor Qui to sickbay.. NOW!
OPS_Mushgrave says:
*XO*:  Engaging transporters now!!  ::Hands slides up the console and beams the Doctor straight to sickbay.::
SO_Gomes says:
@::scans the surroundings looking for a cause of the explosion::
XO_Amendoeira says:
*CO* : Sir.. There was an explosion, which cause a beam to collapse on the doctor.. She's the only one with injuries... The rest of the team is alright..
Host CO_Bafii says:
*XO*: An attack?
XO_Amendoeira says:
*CO* : I was hoping you could tell us sir.. We only heard an explosion...
Host CO_Bafii says:
CSO: Anything in the area?
CMO_Qui says:
@:: Takes out a protoplaster and begins to mend the ribs and the lung ::
CSO_Biishe says:
CO:  I am reading only us and the freighter, nothing else.
SO_Gomes says:
@XO: I got the cause of the explosion though I don't know if it was an accident or not. It seems some of the chemicals in the cargo bay reacted together causing a huge release of energy ... just as we were near by
Host Rich says:
Action: the CMO materializes in sickbay
CMO_Qui says:
@:: Watches her surroundings change ::

CMO_Qui says:
:: Sees she is back in sickbay and gives the tricorder to Han ::
Host CO_Bafii says:
*XO*: There is no one else out here.  You may not be alone.  I want you all out of there in 30 minutes, so get some answers and get out.
CMO_Qui says:
<Han>:: Nods as he looks at the tricorder, taking the protoplaster and resumes mending the CMO's ribs and lung ::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@*CO* : Aye sir...
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Watches her console and nods when the doctor is back onboard.::  CO:  Capt, the doctor is back in sickbay.  ::taps her console once more.::  *Sickbay*:  This is the bridge, please update us on the Dr Qui's condition when you know it.
Host CO_Bafii says:
OPS: First sign of any more surprises, bring them all back.
CMO_Qui says:
:: Lays back listening to her symbiont while Dr. Han works on her ::
SO_Gomes says:
@XO: So we are on a schedule ...
Host CO_Bafii says:
::sits heavily::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  Aye Sir...  ::Double-checks her locks.::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::takes a deep breath, cleans his uniform of the dirt, and starts moving forward again, with the Security team in front::
SO_Gomes says:
@XO: But the readings are as clear as ever, the life readings are behind a door, just off the galley
CMO_Qui says:
<Han>:: Looks at another medic, nods towards the tricorder ::
Host CO_Bafii says:
CSO: I need to know who attacked this freighter and I need to know yesterday.
CMO_Qui says:
<MO>:: Picks up the tricorder, reads it, replaces it and leaves only to return with another proplaster to work on the broken arm ::
CSO_Biishe says:
CO:  I don't suppose I could go out and get some samples directly off the ship?  At this point, I am at a lost on how to answer that question through indirect observations.
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::moves slightly slower than the Security team, watching them yell clear every time they enter a room on new section of hull::
Host CO_Bafii says:
CSO: Whatever it takes.
SO_Gomes says:
@::keeps scanning and recording::
CSO_Biishe says:
::nods and stands::  CO:  I will be back shortly.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::doesn't think a set of parents should be on the same away mission.. but it was the Capt's call.::
Host CO_Bafii says:
OPS: Any update on the Doctor?
CMO_Qui says:
<MO>:: Finishes the arm, takes his tricorder out and scans the CMO ::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  Nothing yet Sir..  They will contact us as soon as they know anything..  They get touchy when you interrupt them.
CSO_Biishe says:
::Steps into the turbo lift.  This was interesting.::  Computer, shuttle bay.
SO_Gomes says:
@::watches the strange Klingon architecture as they move up the ship::
CSO_Biishe says:
*Shuttlebay crew*:  Prepare me a shuttle.
Host CO_Bafii says:
OPS: I suggest you explain to them that I want an update because if I have to go down there to get it the staff will be getting a bit thinner.
CSO_Biishe says:
*SO McMer*:  I need your assistance.
CMO_Qui says:
<MO> Dr. Han: I'll take over, sir.  You should report her status to the Captain.
CMO_Qui says:
<Han>:: Nods at the MO ::   *CO*: Doctor Han to Captain Bafii
Host CO_Bafii says:
*Han*: Go ahead.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::About to call.:: CO:  Well there you go Sir... they just knew you were about to bang heads.
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::wondering about stuff:: SO : Commander.. What's the normal crew compliment of a freighter like this one?
CMO_Qui says:
<Hans> *CO*: The Doctor received 3 broken ribs, a punctured lung and a broken left arm. The arm has been repaired, and a medic is finishing repair to the ribs.  She'll be fine, sir.
CSO_Biishe says:
::Arriving at the shuttle bay, she enters to everything ready for her.  She steps in to find a pilot waiting.::
Host CO_Bafii says:
*Han*: Thank you Doctor.
SO_Gomes says:
@::finally arrives at the door she scanned earlier:: XO: This ship has about 150 crew... Well, here we are, the life signs are behind this door
CMO_Qui says:
<Han>:: Nods to self. Takes the protoplaster from the MO and resumes work on the Doctor ::
CSO_Biishe says:
::Smiles as McMer joins her::  SO McMer:  We are going on a space walk.  Get the EVA suits ready.
CSO_Biishe says:
*OPS*:  We are ready to debark.
CMO_Qui says:
:: Feeling better and looks at Han ::   Han: Dennis, why aren't you in the Cargo Bay?
OPS_Mushgrave says:
*CSO*:  Acknowledged...  I have locks on you and McMer.....have a safe Stroll Cmdr.
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::motions for the Security team to halt::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@SO : How many life forms are you picking up behind this door?
CSO_Biishe says:
*OPS:  Hmmm...  ::Smiling she nods to the pilot.::
CSO_Biishe says:
::She watches the doors open as the shuttle gently lifts and heads out of the docking bay doors.::

CMO_Qui says:
<Han>:: Shushes the CMO without missing a stroke of the protoplaster ::   CMO: I was here to get something when I heard the transporter beam.  The Cargo Bay is covered.  Can you tell us what we might expect?
SO_Gomes says:
@XO: The door isn't shielded exactly, it oddly seems that there is something blocking signs, could be just the materials
SO_Gomes says:
@XO: Well, now I know how many there are, just six but I still can't determine what they are
CMO_Qui says:
Han: No, I can't tell you what to expect.  We got biosigns, but couldn't get numbers or much of anything else.
XO_Amendoeira says:
@SO : So.. If the rest of the crew is dead.... Where are the bodies?
CSO_Biishe says:
&<SO McMer> CMO: Did you want me to go out or are you planning on the walk.
Host CO_Bafii says:
OPS: I want both teams back onboard in 15 minutes.  Please keep a watch on that.
CSO_Biishe says:
& SO McMer:  The both of us.  It will be quicker in some ways.
SO_Gomes says:
@::checks her tricorder::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  Aye Sir... ::Taps her console::  I have the countdown going.
SO_Gomes says:
@XO: Not on the ship certainly. I read no masses of organic matter
CMO_Qui says:
<Han>:: Finishes the ribs and the lung ::   CMO: You rest a moment, Doc.  :: Scans the CMO ::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::nods:: SO : Alright... I've got an idea....
CSO_Biishe says:
&<FCO Johnson> CMO:  We will be locking with the freighter in 5...4... 4... 2...
CMO_Qui says:
:: Tries to lay quietly and listens to her symbiont ::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@SO : Stay here, but don't open this door unless I tell you to, alright?
SO_Gomes says:
@::blinks:: XO: Aye sir
XO_Amendoeira says:
@*Shuttle Computer* : Computer, one to beam up.
SO_Gomes says:
@::gulps facing the door::
CSO_Biishe says:
& ::Hears the gently bump as the two ships come close together.  Quickly she finishes putting on her EVA suit and lets McMer check her over before she checks him.::
CMO_Qui says:
<Han> CMO: Okay Ri...you're finished. But I don't have to tell you...you're going to feel a little sore in the ribs for a day or two...some tightness. It will vanish after a couple of days.
Host Rich says:
Action: the XO materializes in the shuttle.
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::nods to himself, and moves to the console::
CMO_Qui says:
:: Sits up and nods ::   Han: Yea...you don't have to tell me.  I can feel it already.   :: Grins ::   Nice work, doctor.  Now, report back to Cargo Bay One.


OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  Capt I have a transport from the freighter... ::Checks::  Is Cmdr A...he has beamed to the shuttle.
Host CO_Bafii says:
OPS: Is he injured?
SO_Gomes says:
@::faces the security team hoping she had answer for them as to what’s on the other side::
CMO_Qui says:
<Han>:: Smiles and salutes ::   CMO: See ya...Doctor.   :: Leaves sickbay ::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@*SO* : Commander.. I'm going to beam a tricorder into that room in front of you.. It's control frequency is.. ::looks at it:: 300Hzs... Patch into it and see if you can get more accurate readings on the life forms...
OPS_Mushgrave says:
OPS:  Not to my knowledge.
CSO_Biishe says:
&<SO McMer> CSO:  Why don't we just beam the samples aboard?  Not that I be adverse to a nice walk.
Host CO_Bafii says:
OPS: Understood...  ::wonders about his XO::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::sets the tricorder on the transporter pad, then gives correct coordinates to the computer, and engages the transporters.::
CMO_Qui says:
:: Touches her commbadges ::   *CO*: Doctor Qui to Captain Bafii...
SO_Gomes says:
@*XO*Acknowledged ::adjusts her tricorder frequency::
Host CO_Bafii says:
*CMO*: Doctor, how are you feeling?
Host Rich says:
Action:  The tricorder materializes in the room and suddenly stops transmitting.
CSO_Biishe says:
&::She looks at the science officer and sighs.  This is going to take longer getting used to then she thought.  She walks over to the sensors and does a scan.::  SO:  Looks like you are correct.  This close the sensors work.  Alright, you get the job beaming aboard a couple of samples.  Keep them in a containment container.
CMO_Qui says:
*CO*: I'm alright sir, thank you. What the status of our away team?  Have they reached the life signs yet?
SO_Gomes says:
@::shakes head::*XO*It stopped transmitting as soon as it materialized. that is very strange
Host CO_Bafii says:
*CMO*: It appears they have paused outside the source.  Feel free to join us on the bridge if you wish to monitor.
XO_Amendoeira says:
@*SO* : Indeed... Any ideas on why?
CMO_Qui says:
*CO*: Thank you, sir.  I'll be there momentarily.  Qui out.
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::erects a force field around the transporter pad, tries to lock onto the tricorder, to beam it back to the shuttle::
CSO_Biishe says:
<&>
CMO_Qui says:
:: Looks over to Dr. Seas ::   Seas: You have sickbay.    :: Hops off the bio bed and exits sickbay ::

SO_Gomes says:
@*XO*Could be the same interference that blocks sensors but if that is the case, the interference must be very strong to prevent me from receiving s signal from that tricorder. My best guess is that the tricorder was destroyed
Host Rich says:
Action: No transporter lock can be made on the tricorder.
XO_Amendoeira says:
@*SO* : Well, then how can you scan the life signs inside that room?
XO_Amendoeira says:
@*SO* : Unless they are false readings?
CMO_Qui says:
:: Walks down the corridor and enters a turbo lift behind another crewman ::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::frowns::
CSO_Biishe says:
& ::While the McMer begins to collect samples, she starts scans of the ship.::  FCO Johnson:  I want you to do a slow pass over the ship while I take sensor scans.  Might as well take advantage of it.
SO_Gomes says:
@*XO*Your guess is as good as mine
CMO_Qui says:
Turbo lift: Bridge
XO_Amendoeira says:
@*CO* : Captain. I've got an idea...
XO_Amendoeira says:
@*CO* : The room where we are picking up the life forms...
XO_Amendoeira says:
@CO: Well, we can't pick up anything else inside it..
Host CO_Bafii says:
*XO*: Go ahead Commander.
SO_Gomes says:
@::just looks at the door wondering what could come out and prefers not to consider it::
CSO_Biishe says:
&<SO McMer> CSO:  I have the samples.
CMO_Qui says:
:: Feels the lift slow and the doors open upon the turbo lift stopping.  Watches the crewman exit the turbo lift ::
CSO_Biishe says:
&SO McMer:  Good.
CSO_Biishe says:
FCO Johnson:  Lets finish this and get back to the ship.
XO_Amendoeira says:
@*CO* : So.. I'm assuming that the reading we are getting are false, and that someone wants us to enter that room for some reason... Here’s what is ant to do.
CMO_Qui says:
:: Feels the lift slow again. As the doors open, sees the bridge and exits. Stands to the back of the bridge observing ::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  15 minutes are up Sir, do you still want the beam out?
CSO_Biishe says:
&<SO McMer> ::Comes to join the CSO, watching over her shoulders.::  CSO:  This freighter has seen its fair share of firefights.
Host CO_Bafii says:
::holds up a hand telling OPS to wait a moment::
CSO_Biishe says:
SO McMer:  So it would seem.  The question is, who got in the last shot.

XO_Amendoeira says:
@*CO* : I can try to beam the whole room area... And send the signal through to the Paula Greene, and to one of the Cargo rooms... That or any other room that can be secured with force fields after the beam in is concluded.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Doesn't see the Capt since her head is turned facing the screen.  Her hand slides up her console.::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@*CO* : That will probably surprise whoever is trying to surprise us here.
Host CO_Bafii says:
::sighs::
Host CO_Bafii says:
OPS: Recall the CSO.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
*CSO*:  Cmdr Biishe, Capt Bafii is recalling you to the ship.. Come in Cmdr.
Host CO_Bafii says:
OPS: Leave the team aboard the freighter
XO_Amendoeira says:
@*CO* : Well, sir?
CSO_Biishe says:
& ::Looks at FCO Johnson who holds up one finger.::  *OPS*:  Just a minute more and we will be done.
XO_Amendoeira says:
::finds himself shimmering out of existence:: Self :What the..?
SO_Gomes says:
@::begins to feel the fast tingling of the transporter beam::
Host CO_Bafii says:
OPS: Beam a unit of anestazine into that room.
Host CO_Bafii says:
*XO*: I'm having gas beamed into the room.  Take respirators from the shuttle and send a small team in there.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO: Aye Sir....  ::Requests a unit of anestazine from sickbay and locks onto it.. then beams it to the room.::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@*CO* : Alright sir...
SO_Gomes says:
@::is glad to see the transport was not completed::
CSO_Biishe says:
& ::Not getting a negative response, gives Johnson his minute.::
SO_Gomes says:
@::waits for a signal from Amendoeira::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
*CSO*:  Cmdr, that Capt said now.... with all due respect of course.
Host CO_Bafii says:
::rubs his forehead and wonders why people have to do things the hard way::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::replicates enough masks for everyone, and transports back to the SO's location::
CSO_Biishe says:
& <FCO Johnson> CSO:  Completed Commander.
CSO_Biishe says:
& FCO:  Take us back then.
CSO_Biishe says:
& SO McMer:  Anything look familiar?
SO_Gomes says:
@::looks to the XO as he materializes and gets an idea of the plan::

Host CO_Bafii says:
OPS: Remind me to purchase watches for the crew.
CSO_Biishe says:
<SO McMer>  CSO:  I am not sure yet.  I will know better when we get back to the ship.
Host Rich says:
Action: the XO materializes back in the galley.
XO_Amendoeira says:
@All : Alright... Everyone get these on...
CSO_Biishe says:
& *OPS*:  We are heading back now.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  But Sir, I did try to beam them back at the appointed time!
OPS_Mushgrave says:
*CSO*:  Acknowledge.. same shuttle bay that you exited it... team standing by.
Host CO_Bafii says:
OPS: The point is for them to have completed their job in the allotted time.
SO_Gomes says:
@::accepts the mask:: XO: I can only guess what you are attempting but so far there is no change in the life signs inside::
CSO_Biishe says:
& ::Looks over the sensor data as they head back to the ship.::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@SO : Assuming they are false readings, of course they would not change.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  I know Sir... but you know suspicious situations they tend not to follow Capt's orders.. It's like they have a mind of their own..  ::Shuts up now since she is in trouble.::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::puts the mask on::
SO_Gomes says:
@::nods:: XO: True ::adjusts her mask as well::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@All : Alright.. everyone stand back...
SO_Gomes says:
@~::stands to the side::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@Sec Chief : Chief... Get in there, and report back.
Host CO_Bafii says:
::can't decide whether to laugh or send the Ops Officer down to waste reclamation::
CSO_Biishe says:
& ::Sends the data to the ship for download.::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@<Sec Chief> XO : Aye sir.. All : Alright team, let's do this...
CSO_Biishe says:
::As the shuttle touches down, she nods to McMer>  SO McMer: Go ahead and take those samples to the lab and see what you can come up with.
CSO_Biishe says:
*OPS*: We are back on board.  I will join you shortly.
XO_Amendoeira says:
@<Sec Chief> ::opens the door, and watches his team enter, with phaser rifles drawn::
CSO_Biishe says:
<FCO Johnson> ::Begins shutdown procedures while his passengers leave.::
SO_Gomes says:
@::peers inside the opened door while holding her tricorder:
OPS_Mushgrave says:
*CSO*:  I'll let the Capt now Cmdr.  ::Turns::  CO:  Cmdr Biishe is on her way to the bridge.
Host CO_Bafii says:
::nods::
CSO_Biishe says:
::As McMer goes one direction, she turns down the other and steps into the turbo lift.::  Computer, bridge.
 CSO_Biishe says:
<SO McMer> ::Making his way to the main science lab, he looks over the samples he has in the container.::
Host Rich says:
Action: As the door is opened a very scarred and confused Targ that has been quite put out by the gas comes charging out catching two to the security guards injury them quite severely.
Host Rich says:
********************Pause mission*********************

